Spatio-temporal coding in complex media for optimum beamforming: the iterative time-reversal approach.
Spatio-temporal encoding in transmit and receive modes is of major importance in the development of ultrasound imaging devices. Classically, the assumption of constant sound speed in the medium allows one to restrict the beamforming process to the application of a cylindrical time-delay law on the elements of a multiple-transducer array. Here is proposed an iterative time-reversal method capable of taking into account all the heterogeneities of the medium, concerning density, speed of sound, and absorption variations. It will be shown that this iterative focusing process converges toward a spatio-temporal inverse filter focusing, the first step of the process being a time-reversal focusing on the targeted point. This method can be seen as a calibration process and has been successfully applied to transskull focusing and intraplate echoes suppression. It is leading the way to promising applications such as high-resolution ultrasonic brain imaging and high-resolution focusing through complex reverberating media, in nondestructive testing and telecommunications. This work highlights the advantages of using spatio-temporal coding to focus through complex media. Such codes require the use of fully programmable, multichannel electronics to implement this technique in real time.